The development of emotion regulation: an fMRI study of cognitive reappraisal in children, adolescents and young adults
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INTRODUCTION

Emotion regulation is a crucial, adaptive skill in adulthood. One of the most flexible and effective types of emotion regulation is the capacity to cognitively reappraise events by interpreting them in ways that change our emotional responses to them (Gross and Thompson, 2007; Giuliani and Gross, 2009). While increasing attention has been paid to reappraisal in adults, little is known about how this adaptive ability develops over the course of adolescence.

Reappraisal in adulthood

In adults, reappraisal is one of the most commonly used emotion regulation strategies, and greater reappraisal use is associated with greater positive affect, greater well-being, diminished negative affect and fewer depressive symptoms (Gross and John, 2003). Behavioral studies instructing adults to use reappraisal have shown that it can be used effectively to modulate several aspects of emotional responding, including self-reported negative and positive affect (Gross, 1998; Giuliani et al., 2008; Kober et al., 2010), peripheral physiology (Ray et al., 2010), neural indicators of emotional responding (Schafer et al., 2002; Ochsner et al., 2004; Hajcak and Nieuwenhuis, 2006; Urry et al., 2006; Kim and Hamann, 2007) and economic decisions thought to be influenced by affect (Sokol-Hessner et al., 2009; van’t Wout et al., 2010).

Reappraisal is a cognitively complex regulatory strategy that involves keeping the goal to reappraise in working memory; generating alternative (re)appraisals by retrieving from semantic memory information regarding the causes, significance and potential outcomes of the emotional situation; selecting among these possible reappraisals; maintaining the selected appraisal in working memory and finally monitoring the extent to which one is successful in changing one’s affective state (Ochsner and Gross, 2008). As such, reappraisal depends on well-studied cognitive abilities, such as working memory, attention and response selection that engages lateral prefrontal and parietal regions (Ochsner and Gross, 2008; Kalisch, 2009). This has led to the conceptualization of reappraisal as closely related to cognitive abilities such as working memory (Schmeichel et al., 2008).
In addition to engaging cognitive control processes, reappraisal also involves representing the mental states of the self and others (as one attends to one's own emotional state or rethinks those of others during the reappraisal process; Ochsner et al., 2004; Ochsner et al., 2009; McRae et al., in press). Although reappraisal is largely considered a cognitive regulatory skill, it is possible that developmental changes in these social processes, like representing another's mental state, are just as important in supporting reappraisal ability. These processes typically engage a network of regions centered on the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and also includes the posterior cingulate cortex, superior temporal sulcus and the temporal poles. These regions are thought to support the ability to attribute mental states to the self and others, which underlies many complex social cognitive abilities, such as self-referential judgments, mentalizing, perspective taking and empathy (Amadio and Frith, 2006; Frith and Frith, 2006; Singer, 2006; Lieberman, 2007; Olson et al., 2007; Olsson and Ochsner, 2008; Adolphs, 2009; Carrington and Bailey, 2009).

Reappraisal in late childhood and adolescence
The ability to reappraise may be particularly important for adolescents, given the number of novel social and emotional situations that they must navigate, but very little behavioral or functional imaging work has directly focused on the development of reappraisal abilities. Adolescents use cognitive emotion regulation strategies, including reappraisal, less frequently than adults (Garnefski et al., 2002), so it follows that reappraisal is used more and more frequently over the course of development. In addition, behavioral studies of emotion regulation habits in children or adolescents indicate that some emotion regulation strategies, like reappraisal, are more adaptive than others, just as they are in adults (Silk et al., 2007; Garnefski et al., 2009; Carthy et al., 2010). What remains unclear, however, is how the ability to reappraise changes over the course of development.

To date, the majority of imaging research relevant to understanding the neural bases of reappraisal in children and adolescents comes from structural studies of the development of control systems and functional studies of conventional cognitive control tasks. Structural development of prefrontal regions, and the cognitive control abilities they support, is thought to increase sharply over the course of adolescent development (Lewis and Stieben, 2004; Barnea-Goraly et al., 2005; Bunge and Wright, 2007). According to most accounts, there are linear improvements across development in terms of performance on classic cognitive control tasks (e.g. working memory, response inhibition, selection attention), using both emotional and neutral stimuli, and increased activation of the lateral prefrontal regions thought to support these tasks (Perlman and Pelphrey, 2011). This suggests that there should be linear improvements in reappraisal ability through adolescence.

While these studies may characterize the prefrontal control systems involved in reappraisal, they fail to examine the social cognitive processes that also are engaged during reappraisal. This is important because social cognitive abilities, such as mental state attribution, are unlike cognitive control abilities in that they may not improve linearly across development through childhood, adolescence and into adulthood. Long-standing views of child development have focused upon the idea that adolescents might process affect differently than either older children or young adults (Hall, 1904; Casey et al., 2010), which predicts quadratic rather than linear patterns of socio-affective development. In keeping with this, neuroimaging studies of the development of social–cognitive processes in adolescents indicate that they engage medial prefrontal cortices to a greater extent than adults (Blakemore, 2008; Burnett et al., 2009; Pfeifer et al., 2009). Together, these data suggest that the social cognitive processes that are often part of successful reappraisal may be engaged to a greater degree in adolescents than either children or adults.

Recognizing the importance of the issue, three studies have taken initial steps toward studying the neural correlates of reappraisal using developmental samples. Results from these studies have failed to identify regions in which reappraisal-related activation changes with age. Two such studies observed significant activation during the reappraisal of sadness in several prefrontal regions that are also activated during reappraisal in adults (Levesque et al., 2003, 2004), and the other did not observe any age-related changes during the down-regulation of negative affect (Pitskel et al., 2011). Interpretation of these data is clouded, however, by the facts that none of these studies differentiated between linear and non-linear changes with age, and more importantly, that they all used small samples with relatively restricted age ranges. The first two studies examined children and adults in separate analyses, never directly comparing the groups (Levesque et al., 2003, 2004); and a third examined adolescents only up to the age of 17 years, and therefore could not fully characterize the developmental trajectory through young adulthood (Pitskel et al., 2011). Therefore, these studies could not identify the potentially separable contributions of linear and non-linear developmental trajectories in the processes of interest.

The present study
It is unknown whether the development of reappraisal ability proceeds linearly, like the development of core cognitive abilities, or in a non-linear fashion with respect to adolescents, like the development of social cognitive abilities such as mental state attribution. To address this issue, the present study used a cross-sectional design to examine the development of emotion regulation in older children, adolescents and young adults. Participants were scanned while completing a reappraisal task that has been well validated in adults and allows for the separation of emotion regulation ability from baseline emotional reactivity (Ochsner et al., 2002; Ochsner...
et al., 2004; Urry et al., 2006; Kim and Hamann, 2007; McRae et al., 2008; Wager et al., 2008; McRae et al., 2010). This allowed us to test for both linear and non-linear patterns in the relationships between age, behavioral indices of reappraisal success and brain activation during reappraisal.

METHODS

Participants

Thirty-eight participants between the ages of 10 and 22 completed the experimental procedure and were compensated for their time. Of these, 21 were female (mean age = 16.75, s.d. = 3.64) and 17 were male (mean age = 16.10, s.d. = 4.11). Although all analyses treated age as a continuous variable, for clarity of presentation, figures are displayed in groups of older children (10–13; N = 12), adolescents (14–17; N = 10) and young adults (18–23; N = 16). Potential participants were excluded if they were (i) left-handed, (ii) below 10 or above 23 years of age, (iii) not native English speakers, (iv) had a current or past diagnosis of neurological or psychiatric disorder, (v) had a history of head trauma, (vi) were pregnant, (vii) currently used psychoactive medication or (viii) had any non-MRI compatible conditions (e.g. metal in body, tattoo on face or neck, medicine delivery patch). Participants provided written consent (or written assent and parental consent) in compliance with the Institutional Review Board guidelines at Stanford University. Data from a subset of the young adult participants in this sample have been reported elsewhere, combined with data not reported here to investigate gender differences in emotion regulation (McRae et al., 2008).

Emotion regulation task

The trial structure was identical to several previous investigations of cognitive reappraisal (e.g. Ochsner et al., 2004). At the start of each trial, an instruction word was presented in the middle of the screen (‘decrease’ or ‘look’; 4 s), a picture was presented (negative if instruction was decrease (regulation instruction), negative or neutral if instruction was look (non-regulation instruction; 8 s), followed by a self-report rating of the strength of negative affect (on a scale from 1 to 4, where 1 was labeled ‘weak’ and 4 was labeled ‘strong’; 4 s) and then the word ‘relax’ (4 s). Responses were made on a 4-button button box using the participant’s dominant (right) hand. The combinations of instruction and picture produce three trial types: decrease negative (reappraisal), look negative (non-regulation) and look neutral (non-emotional).

A total of 72 trials (24 of each trial type) were administered in four runs to children and adolescents, and 90 trials (30 of each trial type) were administered to adults. Different numbers of trials were given to allow parents to screen all 60 eligible negative pictures and exclude up to 12 pictures, creating different sets of pictures for each child and adolescent. Adults were given all 90 pictures so that a wide variety of pictures could be selected post hoc for the purpose of being retroactively compared to any idiosyncratic picture set created for a child or adolescent. We used two different procedures to retroactively select pictures to include for the adults. First, we randomly removed 12 trials for each adult to compare adults with adolescents and children using the same number of trials. Behavioral data from this analysis show the same relationship with age reported here and is included in supplemental material. Our second goal in retroactive picture selection was to make child, adolescent and adult performance on the task as comparable as possible, as our main focus is to compare activation in regions of interest during the successful regulation of emotion. To equate performance, we removed reappraisal trials for which the highest rating of negative affect was reported, as well as look negative trials for which the lowest rating of negative affect was reported, and trials that showed inconsistent patterns with age. Although we were not able to fully equate performance across age, as even with the most favorable selection of trials children and adolescents failed to reach the level of reappraisal success that adults achieved, analyses of behavioral and fMRI data here reflect this performance matching attempt and only include 16 trials per condition for each subject. Therefore, the behavioral performance we report here is somewhat biased to be more similar across age, but this selection process increases the interpretability of the fMRI data by excluding, for example, pictures for which more children failed to complete the task compared to adults.

Stimuli were presented and button responses collected using PsyScope software (Cohen et al., 1993) running on a Macintosh G3 computer. An LCD projector displayed stimuli on a screen mounted on a custom head coil fitted with a bite-bar to limit head motion. Picture stimuli were taken from the International Affective Picture System (Lang et al., 2001) as well as from a set of similar pictures that had been previously used in research with children (Cordon et al., unpublished data). Negative pictures had mean normative valence ratings of 2.55, and mean arousal ratings of 5.86. Neutral images had mean valence ratings of 4.94 and mean arousal ratings of 2.92.1 Pictures were randomized into different picture presentation orders to reduce the effect of idiosyncratic assignment of picture to instruction and picture order. Within each order, pictures were counterbalanced across conditions such that normative valence and arousal ratings did not differ between them. Instruction and picture types were pseudo-randomized with the constraint that no more than three of any trial type or picture type followed each other sequentially.

1The IAPS images were 2200, 2205, 2440, 2493, 2516, 2800, 2840, 3030, 3230, 3250, 3500, 3510, 6210, 6211, 6250, 6300, 6300, 6312, 6370, 6510, 6830, 6831, 6881, 7002, 7004, 7009, 7025, 7050, 7090, 7100, 7130, 7131, 7233, 7235, 7790, 8230, 8907, 9007, 9050, 9140, 9181, 9210, 9420, 9421, 9420, 9430, 9440, 9470, 9490, 9530, 9570, 9571, 9600, 9611, 9620, 9910, 9921 and the following images from an additional set: 17, 18, 33, 34, 37, 43 and 81 (Cordon et al., unpublished).
Procedure
After reading an overview of the task, participants completed a practice session during which the experimenter showed sample negative and neutral images not used in the experiment. For the regulation (decrease) trials, the experimenter prompted the participant to narrate aloud his or her self-generated re-interpretation of the image. Three types of re-interpretations were suggested: (i) It is not real (e.g., it is just a scene from a movie, they are just pretending), (ii) Things will improve with time (e.g., whatever is going wrong will resolve over time) and (iii) Things are not as bad as they appear to be (e.g., the situation looks worse than it is, it could be a lot worse, at least it is not me in that situation). If, during training, a participant’s responses suggested that they were using a non-cognitive strategy (such as expressive suppression or averting their attention from the emotional aspects of the picture) the experimenter offered corrective instructions and re-directed the participant to use one of the three strategies mentioned above.

Imaging parameters
Twenty-five axial slices (4 mm thick, 1 mm skip) were collected at a 3T (GE Signa LX Horizon Echospeed) scanner with a T2* sensitive gradient echo spiral-in-out pulse sequence (TR = 2.00, TE = 30 ms, 60° flip angle, 24-cm field of view, 64 × 64 data acquisition matrix), which has been shown to effectively reduce signal dropout at high field strengths. Evaluation of signal dropout in medial temporal and orbitofrontal regions revealed that signal retained was equal to or better than previous reports using this sequence (Preston et al., 2004).

Data analysis
For the behavioral data, mean negative affect ratings were calculated for the look negative, look neutral and decrease negative conditions. After confirming main effects of reactivity (look negative > look neutral) and regulation (look negative > decrease negative), we computed reactivity and regulation scores for each participant using simple differences between mean ratings for the conditions. To assess the relationship of age to reactivity and regulation, difference scores were regressed against a set of first- and second-order (linear and quadratic) age regressors using multiple linear regression. For the regulation (decrease) trials, the experimenter used a mask of voxels that showed the quadratic relationship due to an underlying quadratic relationship with age in the decrease negative > look negative condition (P < 0.05 uncorrected) and then report voxels within that mask that show a significant correlation between age and contrast activations (decrease negative > look negative) at a more stringent, extent-corrected threshold (P < 0.005, FWE P < 0.05). For the quadratic relationship with age in the decrease negative > look negative contrast, we were interested in voxels showing the quadratic relationship due to an underlying quadratic relationship with both the first and the second terms of the contrast, so we reported these contrasts with each mask separately. ROIs, such as those displayed in the figures, were defined functionally by an 8-mm sphere around peak activation voxels. Local maxima (activation or correlation peaks) are given whenever values within a cluster were found to be not connected to the multiple regression (ordinary least squares) in NeuroElf (http://neuroelf.net), which included regressors for the conditions of interest (cue and picture onsets for look neutral, look negative and decrease negative conditions). The 8-s picture period was modeled as a boxcar convolved with a canonical HRF. The GLM also included regressors for the condition of no interest (the affect rating portion of the trial), motion parameters and temporal filter regressors with a cut-off of 160 s. Results reported here focus upon the contrasts between conditions during the picture-viewing period, as differential effects from the cue period were not significant at whole-brain corrected levels.

To assess random-effects across participants of all ages, one-sample t-tests were computed with NeuroElf for the look negative > look neutral (Emotional Reactivity) and the decrease negative > look negative (Emotion Regulation) contrasts. For these contrasts, we utilized height and cluster size thresholding after establishing FWE thresholds using the alphasmim procedure (Forman et al., 1995) at a significance level of P < 0.005, FWE P < 0.05 at 57 voxels. To assess the relationship of different neural responses to age, contrast maps were regressed against a set of first- and second-order (linear and quadratic) age regressors using multiple linear regression.

Because we were searching the whole brain for correlations with contrasts of conditions (look negative > look neutral and look negative > decrease negative), we used a whole-brain masking procedure to restrict identified voxels to those with an interpretable pattern of activation. In particular, we were interested in voxels that showed relationships with age in the specific condition of interest (usually the first term in the contrast), and not in the comparison condition (the second term in the contrast; for previous use of a similar technique, see McRae et al., 2010). For all correlational analyses, we used a mask of the voxels that showed a significant linear relationship with the first term in the contrast. So, for decrease negative > look negative, we used a mask of voxels that showed a significant correlation of age with beta weights in the decrease negative condition (P < 0.05 uncorrected) and then report voxels within that mask that show a significant correlation between age and contrast activations (decrease negative > look negative) at a more stringent, extent-corrected threshold (P < 0.005, FWE P < 0.05). For the quadratic relationship with age in the decrease negative > look negative contrast, we were interested in voxels showing the quadratic relationship due to an underlying quadratic relationship with both the first and the second terms of the contrast, so we reported these contrasts with each mask separately. ROIs, such as those displayed in the figures, were defined functionally by an 8-mm sphere around peak activation voxels. Local maxima (activation or correlation peaks) are given whenever values within a cluster were found to be not connected to the

Maximum participant movement in any direction did not exceed 2.18 mm, and including total motion in the group-level regression analyses did not change the relationships with age reported here.
already considered (central) mass in a higher values first watershed searching algorithm.

RESULTS

Self-reported negative affect

Whole-group main effects

Considering all participants, significantly greater negative affect was reported for negative than neutral pictures in the look condition \(t(38) = 23.03, P < 0.001\), confirming that a negative affective response was induced by the negative images. Lower negative affect was reported for decrease (reappraise) trials than look negative trials \(t(38) = 7.23, P < 0.001\), confirming that the reappraisal instruction resulted in the successful reduction of negative affect.

Effects of age

We did not observe a significant relationship between emotional reactivity (look negative-look neutral difference) and age, with either the linear regressor \((\beta = 0.129, P = 0.441)\) or the quadratic regressor \((\beta = 0.162, P = 0.335)\). For emotion regulation, we observed a significant relationship between reappraisal success (look negative-decrease negative difference) and age with the linear regressor \((\beta = 0.446, P < 0.004)\) as well with the quadratic regressor \((\beta = 0.356, P < 0.014)\). These relationships were driven entirely by a significant negative relationship between negative affect during the decrease negative trials \((\beta = -0.490, P < 0.002, \text{linear}; \beta = -0.328, P < 0.020, \text{quadratic})\) and not by a significant relationship during the look negative trials \((\beta = 0.072, P = 0.662, \text{linear}; \beta = 0.135, P = 0.424, \text{quadratic})\) (Figure 1).

Neural responses

Whole-group main effects

Consistent with prior work in adults, with all participants included, we observed strong significant activations related to emotional reactivity (look negative > look neutral contrast) in the insula, visual cortex and several subcortical regions (including the amygdala). Full whole-brain results can be found in Supplementary Table S1. Also consistent with prior work in adults, we observed significant activations due to reappraisal (decrease negative > look negative contrast) in bilateral prefrontal, parietal and temporal regions (Figure 2). Significant down-regulation (look negative > decrease negative) also was observed in several regions previously reported as down-regulated during reappraisal. We did not observe this effect in an a priori region of interest, the amygdala, even with a targeted ROI analysis. Full whole-brain results can be found in Supplementary Tables S2 and S3.

Effects of gender

When gender was included as a predictor in our model, we did not observe any significant main effects, nor any interactions with gender.

Linear effects of age

We did not observe age-related differences in our a priori region of interest, the amygdala, even with a targeted ROI analysis. However, for emotional reactivity, in our whole-brain analysis, we did observe a linear effect of age in two regions: a positive relationship with the fusiform gyrus and a negative relationship with the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Table 1). With respect to emotion regulation, we observed linear increases in activation with age in a left ventrolateral PFC region, the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45) (Figure 3 and Table 2).

Quadratic effects of age

For emotional reactivity, we observed a quadratic pattern of activation in multiple regions, such that older children and young adults engaged these regions more strongly during the look negative condition than the look neutral condition, compared with the adolescents. These regions included several prefrontal regions, bilateral superior temporal gyrus, the left insula, left parahippocampal gyrus and regions in both anterior and posterior cingulate cortices (Table 3). For emotion regulation, we observed a quadratic pattern of activation in multiple regions that are typically engaged during

Fig. 1 Self-reported negative affect in response to the three experimental conditions (decrease negative, look negative and look neutral) by age group (A) and reappraisal success scores (look negative-decrease negative) by age (B). All analyses were done with age as a continuous variable, but we display results by age group for descriptive purposes.
Fig. 2 Left lateral (A) and medial (B) renderings of the main effects of reappraisal (decrease negative > look negative) in all participants, thresholded at a FWE corrected $P < 0.05$. Warm colors represent regions that with positive values for the comparison (decrease negative > look negative), cool colors represent regions with negative values (look negative > decrease negative).

Table 1 Linear effects of age in the emotional reactivity contrast (look negative > look neutral)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster peak</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
<th>Mean $r$</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>B.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$-41 -38 -18$</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.5252 (0.3026)</td>
<td>Left fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-3 50 -16$</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>$-0.4865 (-0.4043)$</td>
<td>Left medial frontal gyrus</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Peak statistics in parentheses reflect the analysis including all trials. Peaks are identified with Talairach coordinates. B.A. = Brodmann Area.

Fig. 3 Left inferior frontal gyrus activation identified in the linear relationship between age and the decrease negative > look negative contrast (top left), mean parameter estimates for the identified cluster by age group for descriptive purposes (top right) and time courses shown by age group from the identified cluster (bottom). Time courses were interpolated using a windowed-sinc interpolation to a 100-ms resolution and are shown for descriptive purposes only. Values shown here were computed by using the value at the onset of each trial (+/̴ 2 s) as baseline for that trial and averaging across conditions and participants. Standard error is represented in error bars (top left) and in the light ‘halo’ around each dark-colored mean time course (bottom). The peak is identified with Talairach coordinates.

Table 2 Linear effects of age in the emotion regulation contrast (decrease negative > look negative)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Peak</th>
<th>Voxels</th>
<th>Mean $r$</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>B.A.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$-53 19 18$</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.4700 (0.2871)</td>
<td>Left inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Peak statistics in parentheses reflect the analysis including all trials. Peaks are identified with Talairach coordinates.
DISCUSSION

This study is the first to report the neural correlates of cognitive reappraisal used as an emotion regulation strategy by older children, adolescents and young adults. Two key findings were obtained. First, we found a strong linear increase in cognitive reappraisal ability with age, which was accompanied by linear increases in the activation of a region of the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex previously associated with reappraisal in adults (Ochsner and Gross, 2005, 2008).

Second, we found a non-linear relationship between age and reappraisal ability, which was accompanied by activation in regions associated with social cognition such as mental state attribution (Frith and Frith, 1999; Mitchell et al., 2005; Olsson and Ochsner, 2008). This non-linear relationship took the form of lower levels of activation during emotional reactivity and greater levels of activation during successful reappraisal in the adolescents (14–17) compared to the older children and young adults.

Taken together, these data indicate that although reappraisal ability tracks linearly with age in some prefrontal regions, adolescents may process the emotional value of stimuli differently than either children or adults, as evidenced by lesser engagement of regions implicated in social processing during unregulated responding, but increased engagement of these regions when reappraising.

Development impacts emotion regulation, not emotional reactivity

The vast majority of previous work on emotional development has not been able to separate potential age-related differences in one’s emotional reaction from the effects of regulation strategies that modulate emotional responding. We used a validated experimental paradigm that allows for the separation of emotional reactivity and deliberate emotion regulation, and so we were able to examine the relationship between age, emotional reactivity and emotion regulation, as indexed by reappraisal ability.
Table 4  Quadratic effects of age in the emotion regulation contrast (decrease negative > look negative) masked with the quadratic relationship between age and decrease negative (a) and look negative (b)

A. Cluster peak | Voxels | mean r | Region BA
---|---|---|---
0 — 43 30 | 95 | -0.5066 (-0.1576 ns) | Left cingulate gyrus 31

B. Cluster peak | Subcluster Peak | Voxels | mean r | Region BA
---|---|---|---|---
-19 34 44 | 1974 | -0.4999 (-0.3311) | Left middle frontal gyrus 8
-19 34 44 | 966 | -0.4948 (-0.3113) | Left middle frontal gyrus 8
-15 54 34 | 148 | -0.5298 (-0.3917) | Left superior frontal gyrus 9
22 28 47 | 231 | -0.5354 (-0.3776) | Right superior frontal gyrus 8
26 36 44 | 18 | -0.6281 (-0.5242) | Right superior frontal gyrus 8
-34 21 47 | 118 | -0.5047 (-0.3726) | Left middle frontal gyrus 8
-36 7 50 | 46 | -0.5732 (-0.2956) | Left middle frontal gyrus 6
11 4 10 | 76 | -0.4687 (-0.2615 ns) | Right anterior cingulate 32
-30 4 42 | 11 | -0.5591 (-0.2626) | Left middle frontal gyrus 6
-22 60 -1 | 29 | -0.4641 (-0.3367) | Left superior frontal gyrus 10
-29 40 12 | 64 | -0.4590 (-0.3146) | Left middle frontal gyrus 10
-21 38 18 | 41 | -0.4611 (-0.2158) | Left middle frontal gyrus 11
-44 38 -2 | 51 | -0.4551 (-0.2373 ns) | Left middle frontal gyrus 47
-13 8 24 | 20 | -0.4623 (-0.1489 ns) | Left caudate
-45 53 -1 | 32 | -0.4735 (-0.2707 ns) | Left middle frontal gyrus 10
-4 60 9 | 43 | -0.4676 (-0.2634 ns) | Left medial frontal gyrus 10
-29 57 24 | 11 | -0.4475 (-0.0687 ns) | Left superior frontal gyrus 10
-47 — 73 34 | 361 | -0.5101 (-0.2768 ns) | Left angular gyrus 39
-47 — 73 34 | 278 | -0.4981 (-0.2595 ns) | Left angular gyrus 39
-44 — 65 42 | 56 | -0.5946 (-0.3464) | Left inferior parietal lobule 39
-48 — 58 18 | 27 | -0.4586 (-0.2469 ns) | Left superior temporal gyrus 22
30 — 82 — 19 | 1057 | -0.4847 (-0.3084) | Left decline
-30 — 82 — 19 | 243 | -0.4955 (-0.3112) | Left decline
32 — 80 — 18 | 640 | -0.4748 (-0.2918) | Right decline
19 — 89 — 19 | 23 | -0.5852 (-0.3832) | Right decline
6 — 84 — 13 | 16 | -0.5495 (-0.3379) | Right lingual gyrus 18
35 — 69 — 26 | 19 | -0.5199 (-0.3390) | Right uvula
-32 — 66 — 34 | 60 | -0.4579 (-0.2726 ns) | Left cerebellar tonsil
-35 — 66 — 20 | 27 | -0.4833 (-0.3877) | Left decline
0 — 43 30 | 383 | -0.4974 (-0.1964 ns) | Left cingulate gyrus 31
0 — 43 30 | 310 | -0.4893 (-0.1662 ns) | Left cingulate gyrus 31
0 — 29 32 | 56 | -0.5244 (-0.3156) | Left cingulate gyrus 31
3 — 14 33 | 17 | -0.5573 (-0.3062) | Right cingulate gyrus 33
-51 5 — 24 | 399 | -0.4782 (-0.2684 ns) | Left middle temporal gyrus 21
-51 5 — 24 | 215 | -0.4753 (-0.2786) | Left middle temporal gyrus 21
-53 — 54 — 16 | 35 | -0.4884 (-0.3100) | Left fusiform gyrus 37
-60 — 37 — 9 | 59 | -0.4852 (-0.2642 ns) | Left middle temporal gyrus 21
-47 16 — 23 | 12 | -0.4894 (-0.2559 ns) | Left superior temporal gyrus 38
-58 — 25 — 9 | 34 | -0.4868 (-0.2009 ns) | Left middle temporal gyrus 21
-43 — 15 — 27 | 20 | -0.4567 (-0.3234) | Left inferior temporal gyrus 20
-63 — 40 5 | 16 | -0.4410 (-0.1736 ns) | Left middle temporal gyrus 22
62 — 18 — 20 | 99 | -0.4702 (-0.2851) | Right inferior temporal gyrus 20
62 — 18 — 20 | 47 | -0.4804 (-0.2591 ns) | Right inferior temporal gyrus 20
69 — 37 — 5 | 38 | -0.4602 (-0.3115) | Right middle temporal gyrus 21
61 — 36 — 12 | 14 | -0.4631 (-0.3067) | Right middle temporal gyrus 21
50 — 60 39 | 231 | -0.4844 (-0.2516) | Right inferior parietal lobule 39
-23 16 — 15 | 66 | -0.4541 (-0.3460) | Left inferior frontal gyrus 47
-23 16 — 15 | 35 | -0.4565 (-0.3923) | Left inferior frontal gyrus 47
-27 24 — 21 | 12 | -0.4574 (-0.3326) | Left inferior frontal gyrus 47
-37 32 — 16 | 19 | -0.4477 (-0.2676 ns) | Left middle frontal gyrus 11
-3 — 7 12 | 76 | -0.4545 (-0.3713) | Left thalamus
46 19 45 | 59 | -0.4428 (-0.2178 ns) | Right middle frontal gyrus 8

Lower r values indicate greater contrast values in adolescents than older children and young adults. Peak statistics in parens reflect the analysis including all trials, with ns = not significant at P < .05. Peaks are identified with Talairach coordinates.
While we found no age-related differences in emotional reactivity, measured either by self-reported affect or amygdala activation, we did observe both linear increases and a quadratic relationship between reappraisal ability and age. This provides support for the notion that some of the variation observed in emotionality over development may be due to the maturation of various cognitive abilities that can be applied to emotion regulation (Dahl, 2003; Steinberg, 2005; Luna, 2009). To date, however, cognitive and emotional skills have largely been studied separately, which has not allowed for the testing of this theory using cognitive processes that deliberately influence emotions. Assessing emotional well-being at any age may require measuring not just individual differences in how we react to situations and cognitive abilities, but whether and how well we can harness our regulatory skills for the purpose of modifying our emotional responses. Below, we review the component processes in reappraisal that may be reflected in the linear and quadratic relationships with age.

**Linear changes in cognitive development**

Although we observed no linear relationships between age and activation in regions typically thought to index negative emotional reactivity, we did observe linear increases in activation with age in the fusiform gyrus. Several of the emotional stimuli in the present data set did contain human faces (65% of the negative photos), and previous work has demonstrated increases in fusiform gyrus activation with age (Golarai et al., 2010). In addition, we observed age-related decreases in activation in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). The vmPFC has been previously implicated in the re-construction or re-evaluation of affective meaning in a new context. For example, it is engaged during extinction learning (Delgado et al., 2008), and the evaluation of material in a self-relevant context (Kelley et al., 2002) and has been previously implicated in successfully transformed affect due to reappraisal in older adults (Urry et al., 2006). Because we observed this relationship with age during emotional reactivity, it is possible that for the youngest children, each negative stimulus is evaluated in relation to the present context, including how it fits in with the other stimuli in the experiment, and how it relates to them. As individuals age, their unregulated negative responding may not involve such extensive elaboration of context-sensitive meaning, and perhaps is better characterized as rapid categorization of stimuli based on...
stimulus-driven perceptual properties (the processing in the fusiform) as opposed to evaluation of context or self-relevance (the processing in the vmPFC).

In adults, reappraisal ability is considered one type of a more general set of cognitive control skills (Ochsner and Gross, 2008; Schmeichel et al., 2008). Consistent with this view, the linear increases in reappraisal ability that we observed were accompanied by linear increases in activation in a region thought to support some types of cognitive control in adults, the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (Wager and Smith, 2003; Narayanan et al., 2005). Age-related increases in this region have been observed previously during tasks that involve working memory, especially verbal tasks (Wager and Smith, 2003; Thomason et al., 2009). During reappraisal, age-related activation in this region may reflect verbal working memory to generate and maintain the alternate interpretation of the negative stimulus. It is unknown whether the engagement of this region (and the verbal working memory processes that it may reflect) is necessary or sufficient for successful reappraisal. However, it is clear that of several processes and regions engaged during reappraisal, this one shows strong linear increases in activation over the course of development.

Non-linear changes in social-cognitive development

Previous studies have observed heightened emotional reactivity during adolescence, as indexed by heightened amygdala activation (Williams et al., 2006; Guyer et al., 2008; Hare et al., 2008; Pfeifer et al., 2011) and greater frontal N2 amplitudes (Lewis et al., 2006). We did not observe heightened amygdala activation in adolescents. In fact, we did not observe any age differences in amygdala activation, or any differences in regions thought to index emotional reactivity to indicate that the adolescents stood out from the other two age groups. Whether this is due to the content of the emotional pictures selected to be in the task, the instructions we used that separated out reactivity from regulation, or the sample of adolescents in our study is unknown. However, we did observe non-linear relationships between age and activation in other regions previously implicated in social cognition, particularly perspective taking. These regions were under-activated during emotional reactivity in adolescents compared to the other two age groups, but showed an even greater response during reappraisal compared to the other groups.

The present results indicate that reappraisal success shows both linear and quadratic relationships with age, and those in adolescence (14–17 year olds) show greater increases in activation in medial prefrontal, posterior cingulate and temporal regions during reappraisal compared with children and adults. This finding is consistent with several reports that adolescents engage mPFC to a greater extent than adults during tasks that explicitly require mental state attribution (Blakemore, 2008). In this context, the present finding of increased mPFC activation might reflect the fact that adolescents engage perspective-taking processes during reappraisal to a greater extent than older children or younger adults. However, because of the masking procedure we used, we were able to determine that activation in these regions during reappraisal reflects lower activation in these regions during unregulated responding, that is then significantly increased to levels comparable to the other two age groups during reappraisal. This suggests that if activation in these regions reflects social cognitive processing, adolescents do not engage these processes during unregulated responding, but then engage these processes strongly during reappraisal. Therefore, the shift between reacting naturally and reappraising may involve a stronger recruitment of social cognitive processes such as mental state attribution in adolescents than those in the other age groups.

While this study was not designed to isolate the specific social cognitive processes, such as mental state attribution, involved in reappraisal, one possibility is that adolescents do not spontaneously take the perspective of the person in the picture, but are then able to do so when asked to reappraise. Another possibility is that the activation swing does not represent a greater engagement of social cognitive processes specifically. Instead, relatively increased mPFC and posterior cingulate cortex activation during reappraisal might reflect greater disengagement from the default mode network (Gusnard et al., 2001). In other words, adolescents may have more fully directed their attention to the reappraisal task, disengaging from their self-focused thoughts while completing the task. This seems unlikely, however, given the fact that they did not in fact perform better on the task than the young adults who showed lesser mPFC activation during reappraisal. Therefore, we find more plausible the interpretation that adolescents may use a social cognitive process, such as perspective taking, to engage in qualitatively different emotion regulation strategies compared to unregulated responding.

Limitations and future directions

The present study is the first investigation to identify the continuous linear and non-linear effects of age on the neural processes engaged during cognitive reappraisal. As such, there are some limitations of the results we present here and the conclusions that can be drawn. First, the data we present are cross-sectional, and future investigations should ideally utilize longitudinal designs to examine changes in emotion regulation ability over the course of development within participants. Second, we were underpowered to detect gender differences with our sample, but gender differences have been previously reported in the brain structure of adolescents (Blankstein et al., 2009) as well as in the neural correlates of emotion regulation in adults (McRae et al., 2008). With a larger sample, significant gender differences may emerge.

In addition, we selected pictures post hoc to as closely equate behavioral performance across age as possible, and
observed age-related differences in regulation, but not reactivity. It is possible that there were age-related differences in responses to the images—e.g. qualitative differences in the emotions evoked—that were not captured by our negative affect ratings. Future work should utilize a variety of emotional stimuli, including those developed for use with children and adults.

We feel that it is important to note that the stimuli in the present study were not exclusively social, nor did we obtain any behavioral measures that specifically captured social, empathetic or perspective-taking processes. Our interpretation of the regions that display a quadratic pattern of activation with age is based on a large number of previous studies that show co-activation of these regions during social cognitive tasks. Future studies are needed to confirm these hypotheses inspired by our data. These studies should directly manipulate the social nature of the stimuli to be reappraised and examine the effects of age.

Finally, it will of course be essential that future work seek to further clarify the specific processes engaged by reappraisal that increase linearly or non-linearly with age. This is important not only for a model of the basic neural architecture of emotion regulation, but also for understanding the behavioral consequences of the differences we report between children, adolescents and adults.
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